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Embodied Cognition

Cognition: the act and process of acquiring, storing, and using 
knowledge; in a word, thinking

perception, attention, memory, learning, problem-solving, 
decision-making are all cognitive processes
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Spatial Ability
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Spatial Tasks
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Motor Expertise
Motor Skill: activity or task that requires voluntary control over movements of the 
joints and body segments to achieve a goal

Motor Control: how our neuromuscular system functions to activate and coordinate 
the muscles and limbs involved in the performance of a motor skill

Motor Learning: the acquisition, the performance enhancement, or the reacquisition 
of motor skills

Motor Development: human development from infancy to old age with specific 
interest in issues related to either motor learning or motor control

Motor Competence: the ability to learn and perform motor skills; associated with 
physical fitness (Catuzzo et al., 2014)

Motor Expertise: high degree of motor learning; this paper required minimum 10 years 
experience to attain expertise

Magill & Anderson, 2019

Ramón e Cajal, c. 1899
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Do ‘individuals who practice activities requiring a 
strong representation of motor actions also show 

gains in cognition, particularly spatial tasks’?



Study Selection
Terms
spatial or mental rotation
with motor learning

motor effects
motor training
motor expertise
motor performance
motor impairment
motor behavior
motor process
motor practice
motor experience
gesture
action control

elite athlete, musician, or wrestler



Population Spatial Tasks
athletes k = 10

ball sports/open sports k = 19

combat sports k = 4

runners/cyclists k = 8

gymnasts/dancers k = 18

musicians k = 5
---------
64 effect sizes

spatial visualization k = 13

disembedding tasks, paper folding tests

mental rotation k = 46

spatial perception k = 5

rod-and-frame test
---------
64 effect sizes



Forest Plot



Forest Plot

Cohen, 1988



Forest Plot

Cohen, 1988

ES: 0.382 (95% CI = 0.240, 0.523)



Moderator Variables
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Conclusions

‘overall advantage of motor experts compared to non-motor experts in spatial tasks’

‘expert type, stimulus type, and test type were significant moderators’

‘evidence for a publication bias in the sample of studies included in the analysis’

‘there is little support for an excess of significant findings in the present data set’
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Do actor-combatants’ motor function, cognitive 
performance, and general well-being differ from 
those of martial artists and theatre actors?


